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; ; ; The Berlin shoe to Berlin Bear as the main design patterns. Berlin Berlin Bear is the origin myth, first seen in the 1280's
Brandenburg Earl seal. Along both sides there is a small shield, there is a bear on the shield. Since then, Berlin has become Berlin's
bear logo. Heel outer printed "i berlin", while superstar commemorative logo is printed on the tongue and pads. Leather upper printed
with colorful small pattern. 

; ; ; London shoes to St George flag and three lions as a pattern. St. George's Cross flag and three lions is typical historic symbol of
Britain. St. George's Cross flag about a British flag in 1277. "I london" the words printed on the heel, the three lions between lines
printed on the heel, and superstar commemorative logo is printed on the tongue and pads, leather upper is a small pattern. 

Related news
; ; ;? Chinese shoes Network February 24 hearing in Washington, Gilbert Arenas gun case to the Supreme Court convicted after a
few hours, Adidas decided to terminate with 0 agents sponsorship contracts. Last week, NBA official sponsor Adidas said they are
evaluating their relationship with the agent for Arenas 0 recent actions and suspension. After Arenas pleaded guilty, Adidas and
immediately terminate their contracts. 

; ; ; Adidas has now issued an official statement: Arenas concerned, which ended eight forty million contract he signed in 2003, and
lost the connection down two years guaranteed ten million. Adidas internal sources, Arenas contracts may have happened in terms of
playing the game, but constant injuries the past few seasons Arenas breach of contract. If the Wizards Arenas NBA stop contract, he
will lose the next four seasons seventy-eight million dollars. Arenas brilliant period Adidas thus concluded, also ended he launched
Gil Zero series signature basketball shoe. 

; ; ; Adidas has quickly put Arenas delete pictures on the official website, he is now no longer appears on the player page. 

; ; However, there is a signature color of Arenas TS Cut Creator Low is still sold on the site. 

; ; ; At present, the Adidas website Arenas jersey page has been transferred to Antawn Jamison shirts page?. Once popular jersey
No. 0 has stopped selling the Wizards home and NBA official online store.
1985 since the beginning, Air Jordan series has been crossed 30 glorious years, in this year's celebration of the day, Jordan Brand
in from October 1 to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the series, held in Shanghai called ; Jordan flying Department (Jordan House
Of Flight) special events, Michael Jordan and legendary designer Tinker Hatfield and Jordan Brand athletes will also participate in
the celebration. 
; 

within the next two weeks, you like Air Jordan shoes by Nike official website fans, reservation registration time to visit Jordan Flight
Department. Which, through sports festival photographer Walter Iooss Jordan classic portfolio, by artist ; "Jordan qualities Wall"
Michael Lau creation, exhibition ; Jordan product and brand story "great hall" and the Jordan Brand athlete promenade and other
sectors, can enjoy the taste review ; Air Jordan series various classic moments this 30-year period. 
; 

As for basketball fans interactive experience, overwhelmed by events more "volley Fight", Flight Camp and other basketball activities
will be "victory given by me" (We Are Jordan) transfer the spirit and love of basketball to a new generation of basketball fans, in
addition, Jordan Brand athlete Chris Paul (Chris & middot; Paul), Blake Griffin (Blake & middot; Griffin), Cody Zeller (Cody & middot;
Zeller), Michael Kidd-Gilchrist ( Michael & middot; Kidd & middot; Gilchrist) will also visit the guide, to deliver them "wins set by me,"
the basketball spirit.
< br / > ; as one of the most beloved new balance shoes, 1500 recently to clean the brown and black and white combination of
regression, eyeing the coming autumn. Brown suede is greatly applied to shoes on, tie-in grey mesh front and white leather welt and
with phase contrast encap corrosion at the bottom of the epicenter. The white is also dotted with the side of the embroidery brand
logo, while a small number of black appears to enhance the overall design texture. It is suitable for the fall of the M1500ST is now
available in, including Titolo, including the purchase of a number of retail stores in the Balance New. (Editor: YOYO)

< p > pay attention to quality clothing friends should know, stone island has always been to high-quality and function for, the recent
quarter more from time to time with Italian handmade boots brand Diemme cooperation, launched a series of high performance
outdoor hiking boots. Recently two announced together again, this range is from the outdoor go beyond the military, to jungle boot as
the basis to create a new military boot, in order to build a mixture of nylon, leather by using more traditional, but relatively exceptional,
without the use of army boots common pit rendering, but using the grasping ability stronger "dog tooth bottom, also for the leather
shoes add a bit tough atmosphere, is now landing when select shop shelves for sale, priced at $496, interested friends may wish to
refer to the note. 

source: HAVEN
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Nike SB Release sports players 'Blazer Mid CS' shoes
2012-05-22 16:44:19 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network May 22 hearing, Nike SB is about in the domestic market 2012 summer series of new products, including
the Blazer Mid CS, V-Prod, and Stefan Janoski. The launch of new products including the latest shoes, a total of three models. 
shoes uses a cool, cool colors, nike shoes, the body is a sign used warm colors red and green, warm and cool colors appear just
right demonstrates the concise and no lack of rich flavor in the white color while the insole . In addition, Blazer Mid CS, V-Prod, and
Stefan Janoski main follows the most classic shoes and fashion casual shoes designs. This footwear will soon be in stores in
Queen's Road Limited Edt landing, like a friend not to miss. 

Nike (Nike) brand introduction 

Nike (Nike) is known as the "new world for nearly 20 years created the most successful consumer goods companies." Nike (Nike)
sneakers in addition to strengthening high-tech sports performance, now more elegant stylish exterior design, frequently with all
countries in the trend of people to launch a co-branded limited edition. In early 2009 Edison Clot brand and Nike (Nike) joint new red
Chinese shoes Clot & times; Nike AIR FORCE 1 for a listing in Shanghai, it becomes berserk object. In the United States, young
people up to Qicheng dream is to have a pair of Nike (Nike) shoes. 

Related news
Dr. [utility] Nike Shoes shoe size comparison table detailed version ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
2015-03-23 ??15:11:13 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Chinese shoes network / library name shoes] Print ; Close 

; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - shoes and life] Nike Shoes Size Chart Where there is love there is formal nike Nike shoe size table,
online sales of nike shoe size table there is a difference it as a? the world's leading sporting goods manufacturer, NIKE name, in the
eye of the West was very lucky, easy to read and easy to remember, it can scream loud. Nike trademark symbolizes the Greek
goddess of victory wings of feathers, representing the speed, but also represents a dynamic and gentle. Nike Nike trademark, design
is a small hook shape concise, anxious as lightning, to see people think of speed and power use after Nike sports goods produced. 
Nike shoe size can not be generalized, depending on the series of different shoes, Nike shoes nike code data table is different,
which requires the same time our net purchases of Nike sports shoes, according to the specific fancy Nike shoe than Nike shoes
Size Chart purchase, in order to ensure accuracy. You can refer to the following table for each size of Nike shoes to make a
purchase: 

(Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: Luoman Qi Shoes ; HONGKEE
shoes.) 

Related news
Players adidas Originals campaign launched a new color theme series ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
2014-10-15 10:25:34 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network October 15 hearing, adidas Originals ZX 8000 has introduced a new color series "Fall of the Wall" to



Germany for inspiration hair like the Berlin Wall, he published a set of three new color design. Construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961,
155 km long, divided East Berlin and West Berlin during the Cold War when the conflict between the United States and the Soviet
Union caused landmarks. However, with the development of the situation in the future, the East German government announced in
1989 allow citizens to apply for access to West Germany and West Berlin, and the Berlin Wall has therefore forced open, the next few
weeks people have started to chisel down the Berlin Wall as souvenirs until 1990 , the East German government has finally decided
to dismantle the Berlin Wall, the end of the dictatorship of the Socialist Unity Party, also opens the door to German reunification. 

; 

; 

This year is regarded as the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, adidas Originals rooted in Germany decided as an
inspiration for its ZX 8000 to purchase a new color. This theme series will be on sale on November 9. (Media Partner: shoe-like
image ; Danby slaves shoes) 
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